
C
ast your mind back to the heady,
pre-GFC days of 2007 when, on
March 12, Aussie fashionistas
stormed Target stores to grab
their very own slice of a Stella

McCartney collection. It was a rare treat to
afford a piece from one of the world’s top
designers at a fraction of the cost, and we
couldn’t get enough – there were catfights,
wholesale buy-ups, disappointed teens.

Fast-forward to 2010, to a street in a shabby-
chic end of London’s Notting Hill. An old man
is sitting on an upturned crate, sucking on a
cigarette, a small dog perched on his shoulder;
opposite, cafe tables are filled with customers
enjoying the sun. Amid the bustle is a huge oak
door with only a brass number to indicate this
is the HQ of Stella McCartney’s fashion empire.

The building is stylish without trying too hard
– much like the eponymous clothing label.

McCartney, 39, is equally low-key. Dressed
in jeans, ‘Linda’ wedges (inspired by her mother,
who died in 1998 after suffering from breast
cancer) and a black top, the heavily pregnant
mother (to Miller, 5, Bailey, 3, and Beckett, 2)
is a flag-waver for working mums. Sitting at a
conference table, she asks me to move closer
so we can talk more easily about her second
line for Target, which is due in stores on Friday
and is whipping fans into another frenzy.

“It’s scarily close,” she says, when I note
the similarity between this range and her
runway collection. “We looked at pieces we
loved from collections past and put them into
this. The lace is from the show last summer;
the embroidery is from the spring silhouette.”
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With an entry fee of $39, the new collection
sits at the affordable end of the luxury market.
And it’s so damn wearable. Sleek cigarette pants
in navy or black, for $99? We’ll take one of each!

The A-list cachet of such collaborations also
makes them endlessly appealing. McCartney is
mostly known for her rock-royalty heritage (she’s
the second daughter of Sir Paul and Linda) and
famous friends (Kate Moss, Naomi Campbell,
Madonna), but to fashion fans, she’s loved for
her ‘real woman’ designs. “I take into account
the shape and needs of a woman – and I try
on the clothes, of course. It’s important I create
timeless pieces that aren’t throwaway.”

The designer is a complex mix. On one hand,
she’s a businesswoman who joins forces with
retailers and even Britain’s Olympic team, when
other designers might consider such commercial
work beneath them. On the other hand, she’s
a country girl who grew up on a farm with
parents who tried to give her as normal a
childhood as possible (she went to a local
school and saved to buy clothes she wanted).

While she admits her connections gave her
a leg-up (at 15, she interned at Christian Lacroix,
and Moss and Campbell modelled in her college
graduation show), she’s worked hard to have
her work recognised and says her success is
down to sticking to her beliefs. Rather than
jumping on the ‘organic fashion’ bandwagon,
the vegan designer was the one who took the
reins, refusing to use leather or fur in her lines.

McCartney is nothing if not a trailblazer.
But then, if you’re reading this in the tent you’ve
been camping in outside a shopping mall for
the past week, you already knew that. SM

Turn the page for a preview of the new
Stella McCartney for Target collection.

Storyhannahrand

McCartney’s new
collaborative range
features lace and
structured outlines.
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